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General Statement
Seismic impedance inversion refers to the transformation of seismic amplitudes into impedance values. Poststack impedance inversion is how
the transformation process was first introduced, but it only yields acoustic impedance, which only enables distinction of a target reservoir from
the surrounding formations to make a net pay estimation. Prestack simultaneous impedance inversion was introduced at the turn of this century
with the objective of characterization of target rock intervals in terms of elastic properties (such as P-impedance, S-impedance, density, VP-VS
ratio, Poisson’s ratio, Youngs’ modulus, etc.), which in turn could be associated with petrophysical properties such as porosity, fluid saturation
and volume of shale. The authors have written many articles on the different types of impedance inversions and their applications, for example:
Impedance Inversion Transforms Aid Interpretation, Search and Discovery Article #41622.
Prestack Impedance Inversion Aids Interpretation, Search and Discovery Article #41664.
Joint Impedance Inversion Transforms Aid Interpretation, Search and Discovery Article #41667.
As seismic data are band-limited, the lack of low frequencies prevents the transformed impedance traces from having the basic impedance or
velocity structure (low-frequency trend) crucial to making a geologic interpretation. This low-frequency trend of acoustic impedance is usually
derived from well logs or stacking velocities and used as a priori information during the inversion process. The workflow generally used for
generating the low-frequency trend from a single impedance log or use of a few impedance curves employing inverse distance-weighted
interpolation comes with its own problems that range from not correlating properly at blind well locations or exhibiting artificial tongues with
anomalous impedance values, which appear as bull’s eyes.
We devised an accurate workflow employing a multilinear regression analysis for building a low-frequency model for impedance inversion that
uses both the well log data as well as seismic data. More details on the workflow can be found in Staged Stochastic Inversion, Search and
Discovery Article #41720.

Such a low-frequency model helps the impedance inversion process yield a more geological and meaningful impedance transformation.
Simultaneous Inversion Workflow
In this article, we show the implementation of a different prestack simultaneous impedance inversion workflow dictated by the complexity of
the geologic conditions at hand. In simultaneous inversion workflow, subsurface low-frequency models for P-impedance, S-impedance and
density constrained with appropriate horizons in the broad zone of interest are constructed, and multiple partial angle sub-stacks and the
estimated wavelets from each of them are used as input. The output attributes from inversion are P-impedance, S-impedance and density (if the
angle of incidence range extends beyond 40 degrees). The inversion process begins with the low-frequency model, which is used to generate
synthetic traces for the input partial stack. Zoeppritz equations or their approximations are used to estimate the band-limited elastic
reflectivities. These model impedance values are then iteratively tweaked in such a manner that the mismatch between the modeled angle
gather and the real angle gather is minimized in a least squares sense. One of the fundamental assumptions made within the simultaneous
inversion workflow is the linearization between ln(IP) and ln(IS) as well as ln(IP) and ln(Rho). Such workflows work well for a continuous
impedance inversion carried out over a time window, over which the above-mentioned linearity holds.
Example
Quite often, especially when dealing with complex geology, the simultaneous inversion workflow outlined above may not be directly
applicable. We cite a case at hand from the Delaware Basin. In Figure 1a we show the correlation between the gamma ray and P-velocity well
log curves with seismic. The formation tops extend from the Bell Canyon down to the basement. The segment of the lithostrip between the
Bone Spring Formation and the base of the Wolfcamp Formation is shown as zoomed in Figure 1b.
The Bone Spring Formation has sequences of dark grey deep-marine shales interbedded with sands and black carbonates. While the sands were
deposited as turbidites during low sea levels, the black bituminous-rich limestones were deposited in deep euxinic basinal environments.
The Wolfcamp Formation consists of dark shale and limestone with silt and sand zones. Both the Bone Spring and Wolfcamp are productive
formations, as are the Barnett, Mississippian and Woodford intervals. The extent of the broad zone of interest extends from the Bell Canyon
(close to 800 milliseconds) to Mississippian (close to 2,800 milliseconds), an overall interval of 2 seconds. Complicating this large time
interval for inversion is the fact that it has varied lithology facies in the different subunits. The linearity between ln(IP) and ln(IS) as well as
ln(IP) and ln(Rho) could be in question, or different facies may exhibit different linear trends. In Figure 2a we exhibit a crossplot between
ln(IP) and ln(IS) for the complete interval from Bell Canyon to Mississippian, and in Figure 2b, another crossplot from Bone Spring top to top
of Wolfcamp. A linear trend is seen in the latter. Instead of including more figures, in Figure 2a we have overlaid the litho-trend lines from Bell
Canyon to Bone Spring (blue line), Bone Spring top to top of Wolfcamp (green line), and top Wolfcamp to Mississippian (purple line). Notice
all these facies trends are different, and thus carrying out simultaneous impedance inversion for the 2-seconds long interval with a single trend
would not be advisable, to say the least. Consequently, we modified our simultaneous impedance inversion procedure. Instead of carrying out a
single inversion run, we performed the inversion in three separate runs, each using its own litho-facies trend line as discussed above. The three
inversion runs were then sutured together as a single impedance volume.

In Figure 3 and Figure 4 we show equivalent arbitrary line sections passing through two wells, from the simultaneous impedance inversion run
with a single trend (generated for comparison only), and another with three different trends in separate zones and combined. The impedance log
curves for the two wells are overlaid on the sections in color. Notice the difference in impedance values in the highlighted zones and at the
location of the block arrows. Similar differences were seen on the VP/VS sections as well. Such differences can contribute significantly to the
elastic properties which are derived from the P- and S-impedance volumes.
Various commercial impedance inversion software packages have been developed that talk of first deriving depth trends for individual facies in
the zone of interest using rock physics analysis, which are then used for impedance inversion.
Conclusion
We firmly believe that our approach of using an accurate low-frequency model (based on the workflow we follow) as well as using the
appropriate lithofacies trends in the simultaneous impedance inversion procedure can bring in accuracy in the desired results. For the exercise
at hand, the P-impedance and S-impedance inversion were carried forward into facies computations that were validated with lithology
information derived from mudlog cuttings and cores. We will discuss that in another article at a later date

Figure 1. (a) Correlation of well curves for a deep well on 3-D seismic data volume. As the well extends down up to the basement, the different
litho-units can be read off the formation tops and located on the seismic section. The stratigraphic column of the Delaware Basin is focused on
the Bone Spring and Wolfcamp intervals and its correlation with seismic data. Data courtesy of TGS, Houston.

Figure 2. Lithological trend analysis in terms of crossplots to be used in impedance inversion in different litho-intervals. (a) Bell Canyon to
Mississippian, (b) Bone Spring top to Top Wolfcamp. The different litho-trends have been overlaid on the one crossplot in (a) with blue line for
the Bell Canyon to Bone Spring interval, green for the Bone Spring to Top Wolfcamp interval, and purple line for the Top Wolfcamp to
Mississippian interval. Data courtesy of TGS, Houston.

Figure 3. Inverted S-impedance section along the arbitrary line when single trend is used in the inversion analysis.

Figure 4. Inverted S-impedance section along the arbitrary line when different trends are used for inversion in different intervals and then
stitched together. Data courtesy of TGS, Houston.

